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The papers [ 1,2,3,4 1 investigated gas flows whose hodograph which de- 
generates into a self-similar manifold or into a manifold of degree 
smaller by one than the number of independent variables. The papers 11, 
2.5 1 investigate double waves in the case of potential flows. In the 
present note consideration is given to double waves without the assump- 
tion that the flow is potential. The flows [ 1,2,5 1 are obtained as a 
special case. 

1. hs is known, the equations of spatial motion of a polytropic gas 
for the adiabatic case have the form 

where ul, u2, u3 are the velocity components along the coordinate axes 
XI, X2’ xg (surnnation is carried over repeated indexes); a is the velo- 
city of sound; y is the ratio of specific heats. In what follows, unless 
stated otherwise, as in the preceeding case, the indexes will take the 
values 1,2. 

Using a variation of the method presented in [ 4 ] , we shall consider 
a case where the hodograph velocity degenerates into a two-dimensional 
surface, i.e. 

u3 = w (Ul, II?), up = fl(lZ** u2) (1.2) 

It follows that the functions ul, . . ., u4 lie on the same tun-dimen- 
sional surfaces. let us examine the case where those surfaces are planes, 
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i.e. 

xk + hkyn f %k = 0 (y1= x3, Ya = q (1.3) 

where a,k and a0k are functions of ul, u2. Since a derivative along any 

direction located on the surface of an arbitrary function f(ul, . . . , u4) 
equals zero, we obtain 

af af 
ay, = ank az, (1.4) 

Using ( 1.2) and ( 1.4) and eliminating the functions u3, u4 and deri- 

vatives with respect to x3, t, from System (1.11, we obtain 

al.+ 
A’& E (u,+ + al@ + ask) K + ek 2 = o 

k 1 

In what follows instead of System (1.5) we shall investigate an equi- 

valent system, which is obtained in the following manner: 

(l-6) 

Since Equations (1.6) h ave to be satisfied for any y, it is necessary 

to add to the system of Equations (1.6) the equations 

(i = 1, . . . . 4; a,B,n=1s2) (1.7) 

Taking the partial derivative and applying relationships (1.4)) we 

obtain 

+.bi+ EJ$$ = 0 

Taking into account (1.61, we have 

b 
aa,k %t -- = 

w ax, ax, 0 (i = 1, . . . . 4; a, f3, k, n = 1,2) (1.8) 
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Taking into account that 

we obtain 

(I.91 

t3Bi -_-J(-~).+~~iopa~,_J~~,~o (;a:*,*-“> 
%I 3-a 

( 
J au1 a4 au, au2 

-aqaz,-~az, > 
(1.10) 

In the future we shall assume that J f 0, as J = 0 reduces the flow 
to the simple wave type. nose flows were investigated by Ianenkd 3 1. 

We shall show that the relationships 

PB. 
_2= 
wn 

0 (i = 1, . ..) 4; n = 1, 2; 6 = 2, 3, . ..) (1.11) 

do not yield new equations. Indeed, using (1.4) and (1.61, we transform 

(1.11) 

aSB, s+1 S-l 

- = (- J)TJ,PLi* 
aYe, 

- = (_ J)+Jn:& asBi 

aYen 

for s odd 

for s even 

of the system of Equations (1.6) 

Thus, the system of Equations (1.10) detenines w(ul, u,) and ecu,, 

u,), i.e. the tm-dimensional surface, into which the velocity hodograph 

degenerates. 

2. We shall investigate the matrix, which consists of the coefficients 

L t,---8, 02 0 

0 01 t -08, L 

hGq1 + Cl1 hw,e~, + cl2 hw,eql + c21 xw2e^la + c22 
% 1 8 r2e1 r1 2 8 72 2 8 

(2.1) 
where 

qk = a2k + uk + WWk + ek $ eks tk = %kW + a2k if uk + ek 

Ckk =Wok2 - KWo (1 + Wk’) 

Ck,,, = Woke,,, + ho (Wkf& - &ok) - hWWkW,,# (k + m) (2.2) 
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Depending on the rank of (2.1) we will obtain various flows. ‘l’he case 
r = 4 leads to ui = const. Let r = 2. Then obviously the solution will be 

Tk = 0, tk = 0 (2.3) 

In that case we will arrive at a system of two equations ror the hodo- 
graph surface, which were initially obtained by Ryzhov [ 5 3. 

Indeed, from (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain 

ayl = wk, a@=,&-Wr&-- Bk (2.4) 

In that case, when the rank of the matrix (2.1) is equal to two, the 
system f 1.10) will contain only four independent equations. when (2.4) 
is substituted into Equations (1.10) two of them will become identities, 
while the remaining two will yield the desired equations. 

In the most general case the requirement that the rank of the matrix 
(2.1) shall be equal to tWo leads to four algebraic equations for the un- 
knowns ‘11 and cr. Determining the roots of this system, for example 

?k = wUjk + $ [(- q3-*ea_i, + %a& t& = 0 

(v = (-- q3--cr ~,@-_a , w2 = - (14 w,w,) + &$A + y”,) (2.5) 

we find snk. Substituting ask into (1.101, we obtain the system of equa- 
tions for the functions w(u~, a,) and 0(u,, ~1~). 

3. Let the rank of the matrix (2.1) be equal to three. Then the system 
of Equations (1.6) will be dependent. Let us arrange the equations so as 
to make the first three equations independent. ‘Ihen the System (1. 101, 
or the equivalent, System (1.81, will contain two dependent equations 
with index i = 4. 

Let us investigate three equations of the System (1.6) together with 
any Equation (1.8). Then the determinant of f4th order will be equal to 
zero, i.e. 

where D. are determinants of the 3rd order, obtained from matrix (2.1) 
minus tie last line, by means of delating the i-column. Otherwise ui = 
const. From (3.1) we obtain 

(i = 1, 2, 3) f3.2) 
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Using identities (3.21, we rewrite System (3.1) 

(D,b*,, + &b&l) ( az - 2) + (Win +wiaa 1 a2 + 
+ (- D&i, - D,bi,, ) 2 = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3; n = 1, 2) P-3) 

We investigate this system for n = const with respect to 

( 
aan aa,= aan a% ---, 
ax1 axa 1 az,’ ar, 

We shall find its determinant A by computing 

A = -(D,D,-Do,D,)2 (3.4) 

On the other hand, from System (1.6) which contains the first three 

equations, we obtain 

J=$P(D1D4--D2D3) (3.5) 

where 1/1 is an arbitrary function of u1 and u2. 

Hence, if A = 0, we obtain J = 0, i.e. the propagation of a simple 
wave; if A+ 0, then 

a%1 a%, ---= 
ax1 axa 

0, a+), t&o 
1 

(3.6) 

In that case a two-parameter family of two-dimensional manifolds will 

intersect along a comnon straight line. 

4. Now, let the rank of matrix (2.1) be equal to unity. It is easily 

established that this is possible only for 

tlk = 0, el( = 0 (4.1) 

We shall investigate this case. From (2.2) we obtain 

a.& = -Uk-aikW, qk = w (wk - %k) (4.2) 

'Iken the System (1.10) will yield tm independent equations 

(-1)"+0(6crp +a,,WJa~ = 0, alllwcr +I=0 (4.3) 

. . 
Substituting the value ur2 from the second equation into the first, 

we determine all in terms of w 
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- wrwaa + wawla + waD ab 
a11 = wa%i - 2WiWqWia + Wol’waa wkm = aukaum 2 

D= = w12= - w11w22 

(4.4) 

For the ank selected in this manner only one independent linear equa- 
tion of System (1.6) with two desired functions u1 and u2 has to be 

satisfied, which is easily accomplished. If we assume, for example, that 
u2 is an arbitrary function of x1 and x2, then for u1 we obtain the 

1 ine ar inhomogeneous equation 

w2 2 -w&l = j(x1, x2, Ul) 
2 

(4.5) 

which is easily integrated. 

Using the values a,k determined as functions of u1 and u2, and also 
the equations of the two-dimensional surface (1.3), we find the flow in 
the physical space. 

5. We shall investigate the special case of steady gas flow, i.e. 

a2 k = 0. From Bernoulli’ s equation we obtain 

8, = - uk - wwk (5.1) 

Since azk = 0, it follows, that q& = 0, i.e. in this case the last 

equation of (1.6) becomes an identity. 

The requirement that the rank of matrix (2.1) be equal to two, leads 
to two independent equations for ck 

c12L2 - 432 + (c11~2--cl,~, - c 21 o)r 1 1 + cot:-0 - 11 1 2 

(5.2) 
c*2L2 -4x2 --22f4L + Cllf32t2 = 0 

Ihe simplest solution cb = 0 leads to the equation of the hodograph 

surface, obtained by Nikolrskii [ 2 1 . 

Ihe other solutions of Equations (5.2) have the 

h = ek + 

UkY + (- 1)3-kwe,_h: 

Y-um 

form 

(5.3) 

where the notation is the same as in (2.5) with consideration of (5.1). 
Ihe expression for G? may be simplified 

o2 = (M2 sin2 T - 1) (1 + w.wa) (5.4) 

where M is the Mach number, r is the angle between the gas velocity and 
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the normal, to the surface of the hodograph at the corresponding point. 

From (5.4) it follows that only supersonic flows are possible. 

Determining ark from (5.3) and substituting it into (1.101 we obtain 

a system of two quasi-linear equations of the L&d order for the surface 

of the hodograph. 

The case when the rank of the basic system is equal to three does not 

yield new flows. Indeed, from Section 3 it follows, that for A= 0 we 

obtain the flows of simple type wave, while A+ 0 applies to conical 

flow. 
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